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Message from Managing Director

WAN-IFRA India 2019 annual conference was held on 18-19 September
2019 at Leela Ambinence, Gurugram. There were 25 exhibitors
displaying their product and services.
manrolandGoss India participated to highlight the latest offerings. Since
the merger an year ago, manrolandGoss customers have profited from
the know-how built up over decades by the two largest Web Offset
Printing experts worldwide.
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Retrofit trends and tailored solutions from manroland Goss web
systems for the newspaper printing market
Every Printing house is sooner or later faced with the decision: retrofit or
new investment? manrolandGoss has developed solutions as part of its
Smart Retrofit Solutions program which makes it possible to upgrade
individual sub-areas or to raise them to current state-of-the-art
technology. The team of experts accurately determine what fits the
business model best in each separate case, through individual
consultation sessions.

Maintellisense, the intelligent system platform from manroland
Goss delivers better overviews and increased efficiency in print
operations
The digital transformation with Big Data, Smart Data, AI, MachineLearning or Neuronal Networks, just to mention a few promising
technology fields, is profoundly altering the daily production routine in
the printing sector. Maintellisense, the in-house developed service
platform from manroland Goss is the combination of the terms
Maintenance, Intelligence and Sense, shortened to Maintellisense,
embodies the understanding of the web offset specialists from Augsburg
of Service Solutions 4.0, in just one word. The focus of Service today
lies in the development of practicable applications for the Next
Generation, which optimise the production processes via the
deployment of intelligent technologies, increase the systems efficiency
and thereby sustainably reduce the total costs.
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